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CHAPTER FOURTEEN

Women and Legal Representation in Early
Sixteenth-Century Scotland I

John Finlay

IN HIS Practicks, written around i 579, Sir James Balfour of Pittendreich
listed those who were permitted to act as the procurators, or representa-
tives, of others in the courts of law.2 Amongst those debarred from doing
this were the mute, the deaf, the mentally ill, the illiterate and those who, not
falling into any previous category, simply happened to be women. 3 To
Balfour's legal mind women did not rate highly when it came to the rational
resolution of judicial matters: not only were they unable to act for others,
but they were allowed neither to give evidence nor to sit on juries. 4 Balfour
was outlining the law of post-Reformation Scotland and it would seem
reasonable to conclude from this that the role of women in the courts was
minimal. But the uncritical use of the Practicks for the elucidation of pre-
Reformation Scots law and legal practice is fraught with danger. Balfour
also excluded churchmen as procurators, but medieval churchmen were
very active in this role. In this paper, evidence drawn mainly from the court
record will be used to assess the extent to which the rules outlined by
Balfour reflect the social reality of the role of women in legal practice in
Scotland in the early sixteenth century. In particular, it will be argued that
the part played by women at all levels of the court structure in later medieval
Scotland was significant and multi-faceted.

In procedural terms before any person could be represented by another
in the courts of medieval Scotland the latter had to he properly con-
stituted as a procurator in court and given sufficient authority to act. This
normally involved a litigant personally appearing before the court and
authorising a named person or persons to represent him or her either
generally, in all actions that might arise, or specially, that is, in a
particular action. Whatever the particular powers specified in the pro-
curator's constitution, normally he had the power to win or lose the case
on his client's behalf and the client invariably undertook to ratify ('to hald
ferme and stable') whatever the procurator did within the scope of his
constitution. On 1 4 July 1528, before the lords of council:

Comperit Elene douglas lady Levingstoun and constitute
procuratouris M[asterl Robert galbraith M[asterl thomas hamilton
in the actioun movit he hir aganis James Douglas for away takin of
ane horns et promisit de Rato.5
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Helen, appearing in court personally, promised to ratify whatever her
procurators did in pursuing her summons against James. Leaving aside
for the moment the question of whether women could represent others, it
is clear that women could, and often did, represent themselves in actions
before the court, and that, as a consequence of this, they could authorise
professional men of law to act on their behalf. Thus on 7 December i S30,
Janet Strachan compeared and constituted procurators to represent her in
an action raised against her by Lady Moncrieff.b

Even the stereotypical damsel in distress 7 would go to law rather than
wait to be rescued by some late medieval display of chivalry. In 1540
Margaret Kinloch's advocate, Thomas Marjoribankis, presented her case
against William Edmonstone of Duntreath alleging that he:

with his complices maisterfully & by force haldis hir in subiectioun
& firmance & bidis to gar hir mary quhair thai pleiss contrar hir
will to that effect that thai may gett hir landis & heritage to thaim
& to dishereiss hir thirof to greit apperand scaith.8

Edmonstone was threatened by the lords of session with denunciation as
a rebel unless he put Margaret to fredome & liberatioune' within twenty-
four hours. At the same time he was ordered to produce her so that the
lords could ascertain whether she was being held against her will.
Margaret is named as the party bringing the action; this perhaps implies
that Marjoribankis had been constituted by her under a general pro-
curatory at some earlier date and that he was acting on that authority.
The context makes it unlikely that Margaret had been able to give any
fresh authority to Marjoribankis to appear on her behalf.

Although cases of this kind may give the impression that women were
rather ineffectual in the legal world, the bulk of evidence is to the
contrary. Women are often found in the courts defending their rights
and the rights of their children or husbands. In 1532 Elizabeth Scrim-
geour, wife of Sir Thomas Erskine of Brechin, the king's secretary,
appeared by her procurator to defend her husband's interests while he
was on embassy in France. 9

 As was customary, for the duration of such
periods abroad, Erskine was exempt from having actions raised against
him in the courts. Nonetheless Sir John Carnmaneth had taken this
opportunity to purchase royal letters by which he intended, it was alleged,
to poind and distrain certain lands belonging to Erskine for non-payment
of an annualrent which he claimed was due to him. With Erskine abroad,
it was up to his wife to act and this she did by instructing Henry Lauder,
an experienced advocate, to persuade the lords to suspend Carmaneth's
letters. This was successfully achieved.

Margaret Kinloch and Elizabeth Scrimgeour were wealthy women.
Although some of the women mentioned in the court record are much
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more obscure figures whose backgrounds are unknown, a high propor-
tion of those who appear were socially significant. At the apex, of course,
was the queen. There is evidence that queens had their own procurators as
early as the mid-fifteenth century. In 

1443 
John Dishington of Ardross,

one of the lords of council, was described as procurator for Queen Joan,
the widow of James I. 10 During the minority of James III, in 1461, Mr.
Gilbert Heryng, advocato domine regine is recorded in the Exchequer
Roll." The domina regina referred to was Mary of Gueldres and Gilbert
had received a payment for coming from Edinburgh to Falkland probably
to proffer advice in relation to prospective litigation. Such references, few
as they are, coincide with periods of royal minority. The next royal
minority during which the queen mother was still alive was that of James
V. Margaret Tudor regularly used procurators before the central courts.
It was during her late husband's reign that the office of king's advocate
had developed and it is not surprising to find that by the 15 zos the queen
should as of right have had her own advocate.

As James IV's widow, Margaret had been entrusted with the regency of
the kingdom and tutory of the heir to the throne on condition that she did
not re-marry. 12 When, in 15114, she married the Earl of Angus, the lords
reacted quickly and robustly, declaring that she, having 'contractit
marraige and past ad secundas nuptias', had thereby lost the office of
tutory. They ordered all lieges, temporal and spiritual, in the king's name
not to obey the queen nor to accept any reward from her that properly
belonged to her son the king. Anyone who did so 'salbe reput as
conspiratouris agane the commoun weile and gud public of the realme'.13
Margaret's representative before the lords, who met with no success in
arguing her case, was her new husband's kinsman the poet Gavin
Douglas, at the time postulate of Arbroath and later Bishop of Dunkeld.14
This unsatisfactory outcome may have persuaded Margaret to seek more
professional legal assistance in future; but in difficult circumstances,
including a period of exile from September 1515, her interests were
represented in the meantime by a variety of procurators including some
Englishmen." By the time it is possible to identify a regular man of law
representing Margaret she had returned from exile and her relationship
with her husband had broken down. The advocate she employed, Robert
Galbraith, was a former professor of law in Paris who remained in the
front rank of Scottish practitioners as both procurator and judge until his
death in i 

544• 
He first represented Margaret from her return to Scotland

in June 1517, and retained his position even after he became a lord of
session in November 1537. The fact that he is specifically referred to as
`advocate' when representing the queen, and not the more usual 'pro-
curator', may indicate that his role was seen as equivalent in status to that
of the king's advocate. In the reign of James IV the use of the word
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`advocate' was virtually synonymous with the newly-created office of
king's advocate and it is a matter of conjecture whether Margaret was
consciously imitating this office. There is no evidence that Galbraith, who
was also treasurer of the Chapel Royal at Stirling, was paid a yearly
retainer by Margaret although it is likely that he was; he certainly seems
to have enjoyed the other rewards that went along with representing the
widow and mother of a king.t6

It is worth looking at part of a letter from Margaret to her advocate
dated 13 April 1531 not least because it is a very rare example of early
sixteenth-century correspondence between client and man of law:

Advocat It is our will and we pray zow rycht effectiouslie and als
charge that incontinent eftir the sicht herof ze ansir to the
summondis raisit aganis our derrest soun and ws at the instance of
our lovit ad[am] stewart of schawstoun ... as ze will have severale
thank of ws therfor and do ws singular emplessyr and ansyr to ws
thirapoun subscrivit with our hand togeddir with the subscritioun
of oure derrest spous in signe of his consent to the promiss.'

The concluding part of this missive, in its wording, is similar to a letter
which James IV wrote to his own advocate a few months prior to Flodden
although, of course, that earlier letter bore no reference to — nor did it
require — spousal consent.'$

A wide variety of women appeared in civil cases on their own behalf
and also hired procurators to represent them. For example, Janet Homyll,
widow of the Edinburgh burgess Lancelot Fery, brought an action against
her late husband's brother, David, in 151 4 . She claimed that David had
arrested certain goods in France that belonged to Lancelot's children, in
contravention of acts of parliament which specified that such mercantile
actions had to be raised in Scotland. In the action Janet is designated as
being 'personaly present'. This does not necessarily mean that she acted
personally: it was quite normal, when the clerks noted the presence of the
parties, for them not to include the name of their representative — such an
inclusion would in those circumstances be otiose. In this instance it is
likely that Janet was represented; two days prior to this appearance the
court record bears a note in which actions between Janet and David are
referred to arbitration. Janet had selected as her arbitrators Mr. Adam
Otterburn and James Logan. 19

 Otterburn had acted on occasion as king's
advocate during James IV's reign and would do so again under James V;
Logan was sheriff depute of Lothian: either could have acted on Janet's
behalf in her later action and, indeed, Otterburn had acted as her
forespeaker at the end of January when he was described, in what must
have been a lively exchange with David Fery, as 'ane gegar' or liar.20

It is beyond dispute that women were often physically present in court
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and it is perfectly feasible that they were representing themselves in legal
disputes. Normally it is impossible to tell from the way the clerks kept the
record whether or not a party who was personally present had professional
assistance. However a man of law appearing in court for a client who was
also present was almost invariably designated as `forespeaker' rather than
`procurator' and the application of the former designation normally
indicates that his client was within the court. When, for example, James
Carmuir appeared as `forespeaker' for Elizabeth Gray, Lady Dunlop, it is
safe to assume that she stood beside him at the bar of the court as he argued
her case.21 In such a situation the client was in a better position to control
and influence the line of reasoning put forward by her man of law in his
argument before the judges. But this is not the only indication that women
were present in court looking after their own interests. Although constitu-
tion by letter became increasingly common, the formal rule was that any
person who wished to constitute a procurator had to do so personally in
court before the judge. 22 This meant that women, unless married, generally
appeared personally to constitute a procurator. Thus in October 1515,

Elizabeth Hepburn constituted procurators to defend her in an action
already raised against her by David Lindsay of Gareston.23 Until this
moment Elizabeth had no procurators and since no one else had the power
to do so, it may be concluded that she did in fact personally appear in order
to constitute them. By far the most significant category of women likely to
appear in court for this purpose were widows since they were freed from
the control of husbands and fathers.24

In contrast, females not old enough to marry were often represented by
their father or another male relative. If that male relative happened to he a
legal expert so much the better. In 1515 William Wawane, Official of
Lothian, acted as procurator for his widowed niece Christine, Lady
Dirleton, and also as tutor to her daughters Janet, Margaret and Marion
Haliburton, before the lords of counci1.21 More often than not, a man of
law was instructed in a testamentary writing to represent the interests of
female heirs and to act as tutor or curator in the event of their father's
death. Robert Galbraith is found acting by this means in the capacity of
tutor to Margaret and Elizabeth, the daughters of the late William Sinclair
of Hirdmanston against their mother and William's widow, Beatrice.

26 It
transpired that Beatrice and her accomplices had removed the children
from school in the abbey of Haddington where they were being educated
at Galbraith's expense. 2 ' Galbraith obtained a summons from the king's
chancery requiring Beatrice to restore the girls to him as tutor in
compliance with their father's wishes or to appear before the lords within
three days to explain why she had not done so. The matter was quickly
resolved when the lords ordered that the girls be restored in terms of
Galbraith's petition and just over a week later Beatrice asked that it be
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recorded that she and her accomplices had complied with the lords'
decreet. ZS

 In the absence of a male relative, a man of law could also act as
the procurator of an orphan apparently without requiring to have the
status of tutor or curator. Thus the six daughters of David Cunningham,
a deceased Dundee burgess, who had been served as his heirs by an
inquest were represented not by a relative but by Master John Lethame,
one of the advocates of the College of Justice, in an action in which it was
decided that the inquest had wilfully erred in their favour. 29 Nor was it
only in their minority that females could be represented by their fathers.
Christine Cockburn, the widow of David Stewart, was represented by her
father in an action she brought as a result of being cast out of lands in
Kelso that she held on a lease issued to her late husband by Andrew,
Bishop of Caithness and Commendator of Kelso.3o

The married state itself had particular consequences for any woman
contemplating litigation. In one case it was argued that Helen Campbell,
who was betrothed to Thomas Kennedy, could not pursue a summons
because it ran in her name alone and bore no indication that Thomas
knew of, or consented to, the action. 31 This argument was rejected,
presumably because, as Helen's procurator put it `thai war nocht spousit
yit'. Until Thomas actually married Helen he had insufficient interest in
the matter to render his consent legally necessary. Once the marriage had
taken place, however, the husband was entitled to constitute a procurator
on his wife's behalf or revoke any previous constitution which she might
have made. For example, in October 153z, Henry McCulloch appeared
in his wife's name and constituted one of the advocates of the College of
justice to represent her, perhaps in conjunction with Henry himself.32
This may be contrasted with the example of Baldred Blakadder who in
1 494 revoked all procuratories previously made by him and also those
made or to be made by his wife, Margaret.33

It was common for the husband himself to be named as one of his wife's
procurators. When Lady Herries named five procurators to represent her,
including James Wishart and Robert Galbraith, she put her husband, the
Master of Hailes, at the top of the list even though Wishart was at the
time the king's advocate and thereby the leading man of law in the
realm. 34

 In the fifteenth century it was often the case that the husband
alone acted as his wife's procurator, but increasingly it became the
practice that the husband in conjunction with one or more experienced
men of law would be constituted as procurators. Where a husband did act
as his wife's procurator it was sometimes necessary to find caution that
she would ratify whatever he did in her name. The husband himself
occasionally acted as cautioner, as when Gilbert Wauchop of Niddrie
Marischal appeared to offer caution that `his wif suld hald ferme and
stable quhat he did' on her behalf 'undir the pane of double'.35 Another
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procurator could also act in this capacity; early in 1533 
Master John

Lethame, one of three procurators of the Perth burgess Thomas Houston
and his wife Katherine Scott, acted as cautioner that Katherine would
ratify any undertaking made by them on behalf of her husband and her.36

The rule expressed by Balfour in his Practicks notwithstanding, there is
evidence that women did act as procurators in the courts. In an action
brought against Agnes Eldar, daughter and heiress of the late John Eldar,
and her tutors, Agnes is said to have appeared by Margaret Wallace, Sir
John Inglis and Master James Carmuir her `rutoris & procuratouris'.37
Margaret was Agnes' mother and it might be better to analyse her
appearance in court on Agnes' behalf more in terms of her role as tutrix
than as a procurator strictly speaking even though that term is also used.
Much the same might be said of similar later examples such as Alexander
Newton who compeared by Margaret Kerr his 'modir (mother) tutrix &
governour' and John Murray who appeared by Agnes Cockburn his
`modir & tutrice'. 38 It should he noted that a woman appearing as a
pupil's tutrix need not be that pupil's mother. For example, Marion
Douglas was tutrix testamentary of William Douglas of Moffat (pre-
sumably her nephew) and represented him in an action brought against
William and his widowed mother Margaret Herries.

39 The word `tutrix'
was not used when George, Agnes, Elizabeth and Margaret, the children
of the late Lord Glamis and his wife Janet Douglas, were noted 'comper-
and be jonet douglas thir moder procuratoure & factour'. They were
pursuing a summons that was raised at their instance against John Lyoun
and his accomplices for 'spuilzie', or dispossession without warrant or
consent, of sixteen oxen which belonged to them and had been in their
mother's keeping.40 In an interesting dispute concerning the ownership of
a black gown lined with velvet which had been left in his will by George
Hepburn, the late dean of Dunkeld, Margaret Cornwell appeared as
procurator for her son Master Adam Cockburn and argued that the gown
had been gifted by the dean to the bishop of Dunkeld.

4 ' There is no

question of Margaret acting as tutor in this case.42
Women clearly acted in court as procurators for their children (whether

pupils or not) but did they act for their husbands? Of interest here is a
constitution of procurators by David Heriot of Trabroun in January,
1531. Heriot constituted `M[aster] John Lethame Sir Alexander Scott
M[aster] robert calhraith M[aster] thomas merioribankis and marioun
cokburn his spous' his procurators in his action against William Hepburn
`eme' to the Earl Bothwell and in all his other actions.

43 Nor is this
unique. A fragment from the burgh court of Edinburgh, belonging to the
reign of James IV, contains a constitution of procurators by John Cant
which includes the provost Alexander Lauder, Master James Henryson
(who was at the time the king's advocate) and Agnes Carkettle who was
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Cant's wife. 44 This was a general constitution, empowering procurators
to appear in all actions concerning Cant in both spiritual and temporal
courts.

When Margaret Moncreiff, widow of Robert Mercer, brought an
action against Robert's son and heir also named Robert, to act as her
warrantor and to defend lands assigned by him as her terce after her first
husband's death, she not only appeared for herself but also as procurator
for her present husband Henry Luvell 4 5 Likewise Margaret Somerville,
wife of the Edinburgh burgess Robert Adamson, appeared in person on
behalf of her husband and herself to pursue an action of spuilzie against
Sir John Sinclair of Driden and his son. 46 In one case it was alleged by the
king's advocate that John Cant had broken an arrestment made by royal
authority of a ship in the port of Leith.47 The arrestment was made
because the ship was carrying Norwegian timber and by statute no
merchant was to purchase any foreign timber brought into the realm
until the king had the opportunity of doing so. Cant appeared by his wife
to defend the case against him. The argument put forward on his behalf
was that he was 'vesyit (visited) with the hand of god in greit seiknes'
three weeks before and until some four or five days after the skipper of the
ship had delivered the timber to his wife; during this time he never
handled the timber nor was he aware of the arrestment. The penalty for
breaking the king's arrestment was severe — escheat of movable goods and
imprisonment for a year and a day — and it is indicative of Cant's faith in
his wife that he should allow her to represent him in court. 48 These were
women entrusted with the same authority to act in the name of their
husbands as was customarily exercised by husbands in relation to their
wives. This can be clearly seen from the activities of Elizabeth Blair the
wife of Ninian Stewart, sheriff of Bute. Elizabeth, together with Master
Duncan Lennox, vicar of Kingarth, appeared as Ninian's procurator in an
action concerning rent owed by the latter to the comptroller for his
lordship of Bute. Master William Gibson, dean of Lestairig, gave caution
that Ninian would pay the comptroller £40 by Michaelmas while
Elizabeth and Duncan undertook to stand as surety for his relief in
the event that Ninian failed to pay.49

Such examples raise a serious question mark against Balfour's broad
statement that women could in no circumstances act as procurators. They
clearly could do so. S0 It is evident that they could also be given a general
mandate. Perhaps the acid test is the situation identified near the begin-
ning of this chapter in the example of Elizabeth Scrimgeour who in-
structed a man of law to intervene in her husband's affairs when he was
abroad on the king's business. One example, although later in date,
indicates that a wife herself could act as procurator in such circumstances.
In April 1565 Isobel Balfour, Lady Carraldston (Careston) is recorded
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acting `in name and behalf of Johnne Seytoune hir spouse as his lauchtfull
procuratour in his absence furtht of this realme'.51

To conclude, the court records reveal a large number of cases involving
women in a number of roles. Sometimes they represented themselves,
sometimes they were represented by their father, husband, or son, 52 or,
equally likely, by a professional man of law. Some of the most interesting
references are to incidental details in cases which concern women only
obliquely. For example, in 1540 Walter Scott of Branxholme alleged that
John Scott and his accomplices had appeared at his house and chased his
wife with a long Jedburgh staff and would have killed her had they been
better horsemen. 53 In i z.8 a domestic dispute was recorded involving
Elizabeth Cunningham, the wife of John Lord Hay of Yester, and her
husband. Elizabeth alleged that she had been compelled in fear of her life
to lock herself in her chamber and she was corroborated by her son who
alleged that he dared not stay in the house. S4 But this is not to suggest that
women were always passive when it came to acts of wrongdoing. In 1517,
for example, the wife of the advocate Adam Otterhurn was accused of
having offered 'am doublit and ane pair of hois' to a certain John
Elphinstone as a bribe in return for his making a deposition. 55 More
severe than an allegation of subornation of perjury was the case of
Marion Craig who in 1 556 was sent to the 'thieves hole' in the Tolbooth
for six months for uttering slanderous words to the senators of the
College of Justice.56

The evidence that exists can sometimes be fragmentary but it clearly
shows that the courts in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries
were not solely the preserve of men. From the queen dowager and her
granddaughter Queen Mary, to the widows of the king's gunner and his
master mason;" from significant landowners such as the Countess of
Bothwell58 to those at the other end of the spectrum represented by the
advocate for the poor, the opportunity existed to bring the complaints
and the concerns of a wide range of women into the courts. The evidence
suggests that they used it.
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